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more conservatlvely. Unfortunately, the optimum long range strategy lles
between 800 and 850 points per day which is too little to win a short contest.
Baslcally, to win a champlooshlp, whether it be reglonal or national, a pilot
must take risks in excess of optimum long range strategy and have a little
luck. The crucial assumption here is that ali pilots are equally capable,
but that there is an even distribution of conservatism and rashness expressed
by a speed-ring setting. In reallty, there are many different levels of
ability in any slngle contest and no one flies 80 knots all the way into the
ground. Nevertheless in some diluted form, it is felt that the con:lusion is
valld. One must push and be a llttle lucky in order to win. The shorter the
contest, the harder one must push.
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SUMMARY _]__ PAG]_ _
A method is described which allows the layout of the spatial driving mech-
anism of the aileron for a glider or a motorplane to be performed in a system-
atic manner. In particular, a prescribed input-output behaviour of the mech-
anism can be realized by variation of individual parameters of the spatial four-
bar mechanisms which constitute the entire driving mechanism. By means cf a
sensitivity analysis, a systematic choice of parameters is possible. At the
same time the forces acting in the mechanism can be limited by imposing maximum
values of the forces as secondary conditions during the variation process.
INTRODUCTION
The driving mechanism of the aileron and of the elevator of a glider or a
motorplane is realized by a serles-connection of spatial four-bar mechanisms,
which transfer the movement of the control stick into the movement of the
aileron. Generally, the relation between the movements is nonlinear. In
the past, the layout of driving mechanisms has been perfo_:ed mostly by means
of the well known graphical techniques for plane mechanisms, treating parts of
the spatial mechanism as plane problems. Today, as the driving mechanisms are
getting more and more complicated, these techniques are no longer providing
satisfying results (refs. I and 2).
Replacing the graphical techniques by a numerical method for the optimal
layout of spatial transfer mechanisms, a given design can be modified in the
desired way. The individual spatial four-bar mechanisms of the train are re-
garded as transfer elements, which can be treated separately. By means of a
steepest descent method, the angular displacement of the tick and the aileron
can be adjusted iteratively to a prescribed input-output behaviour. Thereby,
individual parameters have to be chosen for variatlon (ref. 3).
The proposeL method has been applied succe_sfully to the layout of the
dflvlng mechanism of tne aileron for the experimental gliler Is-29*, wlth the
deNired differentiation of the displacement of the aileron. Two maln experi-
fs-?9, an experimental glider with variable wing geometry, developed by the
Akademlsche Fliegergruppe, University of Stuttgart, 1975.
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enees showed that some improvements of the method are still necessary:
I. During the vaPiation process, the loads acting in the
mechanlsmmay exceed maximum values, pamCiculamly if
somewhere in the train for a certain position the
angle between a _Pank and the cozTespondlnE coupler is
either close to zero or close to 180 degrees. Consid-
erln E prescribed maximum values of the loads as second-
ary conditions during the variation process, the acting
loads can be limited.
2. Primarily, the choice of the parameters to be varied
is arbitrary. Submitting the initi_l values of the
geometrical data of the mechanism to a sensitivity
analysis, a more systematic choice of the parameters
is possible.
OPTIMAL LAYOUT OF SERIES-CONNECTED SPATIAL FOUR-BAR MECHANISMS
In a train of p series-connected spatial four-bar mechanisms, a single
spatial four-bar mechanism consists of two rigid cranks r and s with skew-
lying axes of rotation u and w , and of the coupler d-, whlch--ls hinged to
_he cranks (figure i). The botto--ms of the vectors r an--d s are connected
by the vector £ . The whole system has only one degree of _reedom, and a
rotation of the--input-crank r about an input-angle 8 produces a unique
rotation of the output-crank --s about the output-angle _ . The rotations of
the cranks r and _ can be _escribed by the pairs
(I)
(_,S)
(2)
Lw,7)
consisting of the vectors which describe the axes of rotation, and of the
rotation angles. With respect to an initial positlon _0, _0 for the rota-
tions of the cranks [ and _ , the following homogeneous vector functions
are valid:
E = T(E,B)E0
where T(R,8) and U(_,y) are the teDsors of rotations:
(3)
(L')
P
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T(_,B) = cosB I * (1-cosB)u_o_* sinB C
(5)
U(w,y) = cosy I + (1-cosy)w_ow + siny D
(6)
Heres I is the unit matrix, uou and wow are the dyadic products of the
axis-vectors, while the skew-symmetric matrices C and D are composed by the
axis-vectors u and w . The unchangeable length of the coupler
(7)
yields the following algebraic equation for the output-angle Y :
(S)
acosy + bsiny = c
with
a = (£-r)T(I-w_o_)_0
I_.ODUCIBIL1TY OF THB
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(9)
b = (E-P__)TDs0
(IO)
c = a - (s0+£)T(r0-r)
(ii)
Therefore, the output-angle Y is a nonlinear function of the input--an£±e 8 ,
and of the describing vectors 2, E, _' _' £ :
•y = f(B,u,p,£,w_'s_)
(12)
By a series-connection of several spatial four-bar mechanisms, a spatial
transfer mechanism is realized (figure 2). The j-th four-bar mechanism is
described by the vectors
U., _ , S,
-_ £i' j _wj,_] j = i, .... ,p
(13)
and by the followln£ correspondence of angles
Yj = Bj, z
] = [_-..,gD
(lh)
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The output-angle ¥. is a nonlinear function of the input-a_gle 8!
and of the vectors given]by equation (13):
Yj : f(81,_i,[i,_i,_i,_i)
i = I,....,j
= I,....,p
(15)
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By variation of a set of arbitrary chosen components of the vectors
u., r., £., w., s. , the input-output behaviour of the kinematical train can be
-- --3 --3 --] --]
c_anged in such a way That to a given number of m input-angle positions 8, ,
the output-angles ¥. can be _djusted to prescribed values Ys" " The varia-
tion of the parameters follows from a steeDest _escent method _{_{_-_-_
Le_d[ivel_ t_e least-squares error
(16)
where _he set of parameters is summarized in the parameter-vector x of
dimension n , the prescribed output-angles in the nominal-value ve[tor _s
of dimension m , and the actual output-angles are summarized in the vector [ .
Due to the r-th iteratlen step, we have an improvement of the parameter-(r-l)
vector x
(r) 5(r-l) _(r)
(17)
where the improvement _(r)
is given by the solution of the algebraic equation
A(r-l)TA(r-l)_(r) + A(r-l)Td(r-l) : 0 (18)
Here, A (r-!) is the Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives of the
nominal-value vector with respect _o [9iteration step. ['or the vector d _r- e parameter-vector, during the r-th
(r-i) (r-l)
d : Z "
-- -s (I'])
The Dropose, l metho, i e.'_dbles an optimal adjustment of the actual output-
angles tc the set ot proscribed nomlnal values with respect to the least-squares
error, with only f_w _t_rat[on steps necessary for converF, ence. To make the
iteration method applicable, a se_ of k[nemat_cally comp,_t[ble da,'.a at the
beg[nr [rig of the i[,:ratior! :,recess is required.
4O2
EXTENDED METHOD CONSIDERING MAXIMUM LOADS AS SECONDARY CONDITIONS
Regarding only slow motions of the transfer mechanism, the inertial forces
of the system may be neglected, and the loads acting in the hinges and the
bearings can be calculated statically. Furthermore, in real systems the dead
loads of the cranks and the couplers may be neglected, because they are small
in comparison to the acting forces. The hinged articulations between the
cranks and the couplers are regarded as ideal constraints, and consequently
the coupler forces are directed along the coupler itself.
Cutting the _-th four-bar mechanizu in a train of p series-connected
spatial four-bar mechanisms, the coupler force of the preceding four-bar
mechanism acts as an input-load, whereas the output-load is the coupler force
of the succeeding four-bar mechanism. Thus, we have a propagating flux of
forces passing through the whole train (figure 3). For the coupler force of
the j-th four-bar mechanism, we obtain
f (_j-1 xf _ --s,j-I _J-l)'_J-i d. (20)
--r,_ _-1 (d._]x --]r')'u'--] --]
which is a function of the coupler force of the preceding four-bar mechanism,
and of the geometrical data of the (_-l)-th and the j-th four-bar mechanism,
resnectively (see _ef. 4). From equation (20) it follows that according to
the'numerator, the geometry of the preceding four-bar mechanism is responsible
for the zeros of the coupler force, while the geometry of the regarded four-baLm
mechanism is responsible for the poles of the coupler force, according to the
denominator.
The engineering design of a spatial transfer mechanism is often character-
ized by prescribed constraints, which can be either geometrical boundaries due
to limitations in the available space, or which can be restrictions for the
permissible loads in the mechanism. During the iteration process, these con-
straints may be violated, due to the variarlon of the parameters. Considering
the constraints as secondary conditions in the iteration method, this can be
avoided. In case of permissible loads, the corresponding secondary conditions
are inequalities which have to be considered in a speciflc way. In the follow-
iDg, the restriction of the couple,' force which is of most importance will be
discussed in more detail.
Generally, the coupler force, designated as f. , is a nonlinear functlou
of the input-angle 8, , and of the describing vectors of the four-bar mecha-
nisms, according to equation( ?O) :
%
i : l,....,j
j : i,....,p
(_l)
4O3
... a
During the iteration p_ocess, the coupler forces will change• due to the
variation of the designated parameters. If the residual components of the
describing vectors ape regarded to be constant, the coupler force depends only
on the input-angle 81 • and on the parameter-vector _ :
f. = f_(Sl,x) = 19..,,9p
(22)
Now, it may happen that individual coupler forces exceed maximum values
for certain positions of the train• partlculaply if somewhere in the train
the angle between a crank and the corresponding coupler is either close to
zero or close to 180 degrees. Thereby• only the magnitude of the coupler force
is of interest• for its direction is given by the direction of the coupler.
Furthermore, compressive forces are mope important than tension forces. If
f. is the permissible value of the j-th coupler force, the difference be-
t_en the actual and the permissible force is given by
gj(Sl'!) : fj(81'5) - fjo
j : I, .... ,p (23)
and the following secondary condition is valid:
gj(8 l•_x) < 0
j : l,....,p (2_)
Hence, the iteration method may be split into two parts. As long as
equation (24) is not v_olated, the iteration process operates in the way de-
scribed above. The r-th iteration step is given by equation (17):
(r) (r-l) (r)
If equation (24) is violated during the r-th iteration step for at lea_L ui,_
index j (input-angle 81 fixed)• we have
gjCBi,5) > 0
j E {1, .... ,p} (25)
Consequently, the parameter-vector x (r) has to be corrected. In a first
step, the intersection point _s of the c--orPective vector !(P) with the
surface of separation gj(Sl,x)=O has to be determined. In a second step,
the vector _r) can be separ-ated in two components:
i _r) = _s " (r-l) (26)
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_(r) (r)
- X - X
-- --S
(27)
Then, the component has to be projected into the tangential plane
of the surface E_(Sl,X)=O , at point x_ . Thus, we have the new corrective
vector for the r:th _tera_ion step (fi-_ure q):
(r) &(r) (28)
×,(r) : x(r-l) , !l ,
_ -- -_2t
which is the most favorable correction referring to the secondary condi-
tion (2_). If
I
g](3,,£ (r)) < 0 ] : 1,....,p
the iteration process continues with the next step.
If, on the other hand
(29)
!
gj(6,,5 (r)) > 0 ] E {i,....,p} (30)
,(r)
,(r) corrected again. Starting from point x
the vector x has to be
and proceeding against the gradient _g.(El,x)/_x , we arrive after _he selond
correction at point !,'(r) , for which ] -- --
gj(B,,! ''(r)) i 0 ] : i, .... ,p
(31)
is valid (fizure 5), and the iteration process will be continued with the next
step. By means of the described correcting procedure, the variation of the
parameter-vector _ occurs in the neighbourhood of the surface of sepal,ation
(32)
g_(Bi,E) = 0 ] = 1, .... ,p
J
if the secondary condition (24) is violated. Until now, the input-angle _,
was assumed to be fixed. Actually, we have an assignment of m input-angles
6, to m prescribed output-angles y] , and consequently, the secondary
condition (2g) has to be checked for every input-angle position _I In prac-
tical cases, the coupler forces will exceed their maximum values or:ly for small
domains of angular positions, due to the kinematical reasons me;itioned above,
so that the secondary condition (2_) has to be examined only for [ndivldual
angular positions.
4O5
PAEAMETER SENSITIVITY AND CHOIC_ OF PARAMETERS
Primarily, the choice of the set of parameters for the iteration process
is arbltrary. In practical applications, one difficulty arises from the ques-
tions, which parameters shall be chosen, and how many parameters shall be
vamled? As each component of the _ive vectors
u. ,wj
which describe a spatial four-bar mechanism, may serve as parameters, we
have a set of 15 available parameters for every four-bar mechanism. According-
ly, the number of parameters increases in a train of series-connected four-
bar mechanisms. By means of a systematic sensitivity analysis applied to the
initial data of the train, before starting the iteration, it is possible to
get some information about the kinematical behaviour with respect to variations
of individual components of the vectors involved.
Designating the indicated four-bar mechanism with index-number Jo ' where
the changed vectors are
%
A
- jo,£jo,ijo,
the output-angles of the train are given on the one hand by
(33)
i= l,....,_
yj : f(81,ui,ri,£i,wi,sl) (3q)
..... j : l,....,Jo-i
and on the other hand by the new values
_jo : f(81'Q '_" "l" '_' '_" ) (35)
-jo -]o -]o -]o -3o
i : jo+l, ....,j
_j : f(81,_i,[i,!i,_i,_i) (36)
j : jo+1, ....,p
Thus, the changed vectors (equation (33)) are not only influencing the
transfer behaviour of the four-bar mechanism with index-number _ , but also
O
the behaviour of all subsequent four-bar mechanisms, while the precedlng four-
bar mechanisms remain unchanged.
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Ayj : - J : Jo'....'P
serves as a measure for the sensitivity of the transfer behaviour of the kine-
matical train against changes in its vectors.
For a complete sensitivity analysis, it is necessary to examine the influ-
ence of the individual components £eparatel_l. Moreover, the vector components
have to be changed in the same way, to enable the Lomparison between different
sensitivities. Among the different possibilities of changing the vector com-
ponents, the method where the ratio of change remains constant has proved to
be the most successful. If in a certain vector one component is equal to zero,
another component which is not equal to zero serves as reference value. The
difference angle Ayj is plotted ve.'sus the _nput-angle _l , and for the
j-th and all subsequent four-bar mechanisms we have a family of 15 curves
each, which are representing the sensitivity of the j-th four-bar mechanism.
By means of the plotted curves, a more systematic choice of the parameters for
the variation process is possible.
The sensitivity analysis has been performed on the basis of the initial
data of the kinematical train. During the iteration process, the sensitivities
of tne selected parameters, as well as the sensitivities of the residual compo-
nent:_ involved will change, because of their ncnllnear i_terJependence. There-
fore, it is suitable to subject the whole system to another sensitivity analy-
sis at the end of the iteration process. It m_ght alse be taken into consider-
ation to control the sensitivity of the system durlng the iteration process,
but the required numerical effort is considerable.
The advantages of the proposed sens[tlvity analysis consist _ot only in a
more systematic choice of parameters for the optimal layout of the transfer
mechanism, but at the same time it enables an estimat_oz: of "h,_ [evlations in
the transfer behaviour, which arise from manufacturing defects or from hearing
play in the hinges.
]
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PROGRAM SYSTEM
m
B.
L
For application, a sophisticated and user-oriente_ pr<£z.am ;,/_:::em !.a_ [,_e_
developed, the more important aspects of which are:
i. The determination of the kinematical transfer beh,,v_o_r
and of the range of kinemat_cal compatibility o! the
train, by a stepwlse change of the input-angle _
2. The determ:[natlon of the transfer behaviour of the
'vcoupler forces for a g_ en input load, by a stepw[_
change of the input-angle 81 .
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The deteI_inatlon of the output-angles and of the
coupler foPces, as well as the influences caused
by the changes of parameters.
A systematic analysis of the individual four-bar
mechanismss concerning domains of kinematical
compatlbillty and poles in the coupler forc_s$ as
well as angular positions, for which the train
becomes unstable.
A systematic sensitivity analysis o! the kinematical
t,__ain, which enables on the one side a systematic
choice of parameters for variation, and which provide.';
on the other side information about the influence of
inaccuracies on the transter behaviour at the rrain.
APPLICATION5
In the following, the application of the de:;cribe, l method to the driving
mechanism of the ailercn fop the glider f_-."t will be discussed in move de-
tail• The Is-29 is an experimental glider developed at the University of
Stuttgart. Due to telescoping wings, the wing span of the glider can be va_led
during flight. The driving mechanism of the ai]erot_ consi::rs of I0 series-
connected spatial four-bar mechanisms. By means at the variation method in its
original version, the driving m_chanlsm has been !ald out successfully, assign-
ing desired aileron deflections to given stick position:_. But a large number
of computer runs were necessary, trying various sets of parameters (consisting
of • or 3 parameters). The parameters were components of the crank. _ P- and
s_ in the neighbourhood of the aileron, l'li_-ht tests ._;howed that for certain
poslclons of the mechanism the coupler forces exceeded permissible values. By
application of the extended variation method, th(-;e d'sadvantages can be avold-
ed.
The numberi n_1 of the :_erlos-connect ed four-bar mechanisms starts with
the stick, a._ the input-movemeut o_ the :;tick produce'; tll(,output-mow'ment o[
the aileron. Table I shows the initial ,klta o! the driving mechanism tall Ii:_-
lances in meters). The data of the involved four-bar mechanisms (except the
four-bar mechani.-;ms 8, q, I0) are given it_ the same cartesia:, coor, Iiuate :;y:;tem:
x-a:,-i.*; -_ axls of pitch, y-axls _ axis of yaw, ::-axis -: axi:: at roll. The re-
qulre.t four ussignment:_ of stick position to aileron deflect ion ape :;h_wn i:,
talkie .'. The transfer b_,haviour of the coupler forces will be te.';te, l l'v ,l unit
input-load actln_ on the stick. Figure 6 and figure 7 show the input-output
behaviour ot the individual four.-bar :BechaIiisms .I.'_ a function oi thr :_ti,:k ,!e-
fleet[on f_i • Before starting the variation process, a :;,,n_;itivitv a_,,lv:.i:
lop the four-bar mechanisms 7, 8, 9, and It) has been perlorme, l. The a,,'_:it ivl-
ties o! the cranks r 9 , s 9 , and _i0 ' _I¢ ' re:_pectlw-Iv, aro ::h,,wn i_' t i_',-
ure 8 and figure q. (The In[luence of r_.} , :!,) on tour-bar mech.lni:_m I,._ [
not d[:;p[ayed.) :;atisfactory optim|:-atlon result.-_ are ol, l.ii.e,I by coPabi_at loT.:;
of parameters w|th hl_h and low sons[fly|W, from which th,- parameter c,,mblna-
4N
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tion r9,1 , r10,1 has been selected. Here, r9,1 and
x-components cf the cranks _9 and _I0 ' respectively.
rlO,l are the
The behaviour of the aileron deflection ¥1_ as a function of the stick
position 81 is shown in figure 11. The approximation of the prescribed val-
ues of table 2 is within an accuracy of 0.6 degrees. (The curve ¥g(81) is
given by figure 10.) Due to the variation process, the coupler force f9 has
completely changed its behaviour (see figure 12). However, the maximum values
can be considerably reduced by prescribing maximum limiting values of the
coupler forces as secondary conditions, as shown in figure 13. In this case,
the accuracy of the required assignment is reduced, but still sufficient.
During fligLt, the input-output dlsp!acement propagates from the stick to
the aileron, whereas, looking to the forces, the aerodynamic forces on the ai-
leron are the input-lea:is, which have to be balance_, by the pilot through the
stick. In this case, the application of the variat'on method gets more compli-
catel, because the transfer mechanism has to be investigated in both directions
(see ref. 4). Figure 1_ shows an example, where critical values of the coupler
force [:, the seventh fohr-:_ar mechan[_m }.ave bee:_ re',uced. The input-load at
the aileror, has been ti:,TM con_'ar_t moment '_-A: (.'3.3_,O,0) [Nm]
OI_INAL PAGE IS PO0_
The layout of _pa: ial transfer-mechanisms consistin_ of series-connected
_patial fouc-bar mechar, i_:a_ cab be _)ertorr_c',!more effectively if the graphical
techniques are replaced Ly a _,umer[cal method. Within thl,; method, the indi-
vi,lual four-bar mechani:;ms are treated analytically as transfer elements. By
variat[on of selected parameterz, the [:',put-output behaviour of the train can
be adjusted to prescribe', values. The acting load_ _n the mechanism can be
limited, con_;[deming maxlmum values of the loa,is as ,_:t_condaryconditions during
the variation process. The effectlve_;ec, s of the pr_'po,_el met,hod has been dem-
onstrated at the layout of the drlvi:'g mechani_m for _he aileron of a gliJer.
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TAIILE ' .. INTTIAL DATA OF AILERON DRIVING MECHANISM
OF THE EXPERINENTAL GLIDER, fs-29
0.0000 0.0000
0.0430 -0.0190
0.0150 0.2000
0.0800 0.0000
0.0000 -0.3875
0.0000 -O.OttO0
_q
O. 1250
0. O4 O0
-0.0450
0. 0000
-0.0200
-0.8810
0.0000 1.0000 0.0000
0.0610 0.0000 -0.0960
-0.0210 0.0000 -0.3820
0.0000 1.0000
0.0400 O.OoO0
-0.0430 0.0000
O. 0000
-0.0690
-0. 0400
O, 0900
-0.0070
-0.0665
0. 0000
0.0_ 20
-0. 0270
0.0020
-0.0170
0.0470
0.t)220
-0.0490
0.0120
0. Gl_O0
O. 0000
-0. (l(] 20 I
-0.0060
-0.2430
-0.1_90
0. 0000 0. 0000
-0.0062 -0.3_75
0.0596 -0.0400
0. 0000 1. 0000
O. 0650 O. 0000
-0.010') 0.0000
0.0000
0.0580
0.0060
r
-0.0800
0.0000
0.0000
1.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0590
-0.1000
O.O00u
0.5900
-O.lO00 ]
0.0000 [1
0.0000
--4
-I.0000
0.0000
().OOO0
3.0600
-0.057C)
0.1120
0.1150
"0.0510
-0.0090
0.0000
0.0290
-0.0900
O. 0000
-0. 0080
O. 1350
-0.0250
0.0590
-0.0150
C. 0000
-0. O I :' 5
U.Otl80
0.0000
1.0000
O. 0000
-I. 0000
O. 0000
O. 0000
I. 0000
O. 00,2,0
O. 0000
• II
i#
!
I
)
I
!
b
!
TABLE 2.- INPUT/OI/?,PlYr ANGULAR RELATIONSHIPS FOR STICK
AND AILERON OF fs-29 GLIDER
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Figure i: The spatial four-bar mechanism.
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Figure 2: the spatial transfer mechanism.
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Figure 3: Coupler force.
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Figure _: Correction step i for secondary condition.
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Figure 5: Correction step 2 for secondary conqlt!ot_.
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Figure 6: Input-output behaviour of fou:-bar mechanisms I to 8.
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Figure 7: Input-output behaviour of foul-bar mechanisms 9 an,] 10.
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Figure 8: Sensitivity of the cranks _9 and _9 "
Figure 9: Sensitivity of the cranks [10 and _10 "
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Figure 11: Aileron deflection YI0
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION INTO THE FEASYBILT_y
OF AN "EXTRUDED" WING
Piero Morelli and Giulio Romeo
Politecnico di Torino, iLaly
SUMMARY
Research work in the Politecnico di Torino and realizations (fabrications)
of extruded aluminium alloy structures during the past years is briefly reviewed.
The design criteria and the realization of the main structure of a sailplane
wing made o£ a few extruded profiles longitudinally connected one to the other
are then illustrated. Structural tests recently carried out are reported upon.
INTRODUCTION
Early research work and the first realizations tu the M-300 sailplane pro-
totypes were reported upon in reference 1. Figure 1 ixlustrates the cross sec-
tion of the M-300 extruded st_ictures: first and second realization of %he
ailerons (a,b), tailplane (c), wing spar (d). An aluminium alloy _i TA16
(A.A. 6063-T6) was employed for the extrusion except for the spar, which was of
A.A.7075.
In more recent years the same structural concept was adopted by the firm
Csproni Vizzola Costruzioni Aeronautiche, manufacturer of the two-seater sail-
plane Calif A-21S (ref.2 and 3). Figure 2 illustrates some of the parts of this
glider which were realized by e×trus_on using the same aluminium alloy men_oned
above: airbrake (_), flap (b), aileron (e), elevator (d), and leading edge of
the wing central part (e). The aileron and elevator extruded profiles incorpo-
rate the hinge (A). In the aileron leading edge lodging is provided (B) for the
counterweight, uniformly distributed along the span for static and dynamicbalance.
In the M-3CO and Calif extruded structures the original wall thickness of
1.8 to 2.0 mm was reduced to design values of .5 to .8 _m by chemical milling
of the outer surface.
All these structures are basically ribless. They proved light and largely
adequate in strength and stiffness.
One of the M-300 prototypes is still active. The Calif two-seater has been
series produced with the extruded parts mentioned here since 1975, except the
extruded alrbrake which was introduced in 1978.
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